The new TMS 2.0 landing page will provide users with quick links to the familiar Learning Module

Users of the VA’s upgraded Training Management System (TMS), known as TMS 2.0, will see a new landing page when they log in, and will want to learn how to navigate back to the familiar Learning Module using one of several quick links.

Scheduled for release in July 2018, TMS 2.0 includes most of the capabilities available within the current system, offering some enhancement to existing capabilities in addition to several new features. TMS 2.0, though, is an integrated suite of capabilities, meaning you will now log into a central hub, the landing page, and must navigate to the different features available to you.

Most TMS 2.0 users will simply want to navigate to the Learning Module, which has most of the features users will need on a regular basis. To help with that, TMS 2.0 includes quick links to the Learning Module tools and features that VA personnel are expected to use most. Just like the current system, each TMS user will be able to customize their landing page to their own preferences. Specific features include:

- Drag and drop feature for easy tile configuration
- Drop down Home menu for accessing different Modules
- Information grouped cohesively
- Tile-based layout includes:
  - Welcome Message
  - To Do
  - My Info links (direct links to key features)
  - Admin alerts
  - My Team (access to subordinate records)

There are several ways for users to navigate from their landing page to the Learning Module within TMS 2.0. This includes direct access to Learning:

- From assigned courses listed in your To Do tile
- From links listed in your Links tile
- From links listed in your My Info Links list located in your Profile tile and
- From the “Learning” option in the main drop-down menu

Frequently Asked Questions

**How is this new or different?**
TMS 2.0 adds new capabilities and an updated user interface, which grants access to available system modules including the legacy Learning Module. Quick links to familiar capabilities have been added for easy access.

**How will this benefit me?**
This new interface will allow TMS 2.0 users to manage their own landing page display and quickly access the learning capabilities they regularly use.

**Where can I learn more?**
New TMS 2.0 training, job aids and SOPs will be available a month before the upgrade. In the meantime, you can find the latest TMS 2.0 news on the TMS 2.0 “Slick Sheet” [here](#), or join the discussion on our [VA Pulse group](#). More technical information will be posted to the TMS Community of Practice (CoP) SharePoint site.

Recently Asked Questions

**Is there a way to always start in the Learning Module?**
No, the Learning Module is now part of an integrated suite of capabilities, so users will initially start at a new landing page that offers access to all TMS 2.0 modules.

**How much can I customize my own landing page?**
Changes available within the landing page include the ability to:
- Add and remove tiles
- Resize tiles
- Move tiles
The screen above shows the new landing page available to users within TMS 2.0, including the default layout for the landing page tiles. It also shows the “My Info Links” tile, which displays the direct links to various system features including the Learning Module (i.e., legacy TMS capabilities). At the top, clicking the Home button will offer another easy way to jump to a different TMS modules, including the Learning Module (highlighted here).

Please note: This screen shot provides a “first look” at how new TMS 2.0 features and capabilities could look. Since the system is still under development, the final interface within TMS 2.0 may be slightly different when released. However, planned TMS 2.0 demonstrations, training materials and job aids will offer the actual screen shots from TMS 2.0, and will be available approximately one month before the upgrade is released.